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Solve the problem. See examples on pages 43-45 in text.
1. During the last four months of a recent year, Annie's Natural Food Store reported the following sales:

September $3,355
October $3,383
November $2,908
December $3,551

What were the total sales over this period?

A) $ ,      B) $ ,      C) $ ,      D) $ ,!" !#$ !" %&$ !" %#$ !" "&$

2. An employee was paid $ ,  during the first half of last year. During the second half the employee was%! %$$
paid $ , . How much more was the employee's income during the second half?%' (("

A) $ ,      B) $ ,      C) $ ,      D) $ ,)( *)& ) "*( ) %*( )( #)&

3. Susan's backyard is rectangular with dimensions  yd by  yd. Juan's backyard is rectangular with"( $"
dimensions  yd by  yd. How much larger is the area of Susan's backyard than the area of Juan's%' '%
backyard?

A)  yd      B)  yd      C)  yd      D)  yd"#%* %(%* !"%* ()% % % %

Solve the problem. See examples on pages 46-50 in text.
4. Mark's typing speed is  words per minutes. How many words can he type in  minutes?(' '*

A)      B)      C)      D)!%" "($& "$*& "$$&

Solve. See examples on pages 38-39 in text.
5. % + , - %"

A)      B)      C)      D)%! !# )( %'
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Solve the problem. See examples on pages 46-50 in text.
6. A map has a scale of  miles to the inch. How far apart in reality are two cities that are  inches apart on' %&

the map? How far apart on the map are two cities that, in reality, are  miles apart?%'

A)           B)  miles;  inches

 miles;  inches

) '

) !%'

 miles;  inches

C)  miles;  inches D)

!&& !%'

!&& '

7. A community garden contains  rectangular plots each measuring  yd by  yd. What is the total area%& ( #
available for gardening?

A)  yd      B)  yd      C)  yd      D)  yd(&& !&*& !!&& ')% % % %

8. Danny buys  books at $  each and pays for them with -dollar bills. How many $  bills did it take?( "' !& !&

A)      B)      C)      D)%! %!& ) %&&

Subtract by borrowing as necessary. See examples on page 15 in text.
9. *')(

. '"'!  

A)      B)      C)      D)*!#' "!#" "!!" "!#'

Add. See examples on page 11 in text.
10. $*&

!**

*'&

#%(

+ $%&  

A)      B)      C)      D)"'$) ")$) "'() ")()


